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it's not clear why blizzard uninstalled the war3drm-checksum.txt file that protected the
code that verifies the legitimacy of each pc copy of crash 4. but the presence of this file
suggests the pc version of the game was not cracked, at any rate, not straightforwardly.

in a game with online play, that’s an issue. it would be the same as if a publisher
distributed an authentic game that had been illegally modified to disable the original cd-

checking technology, or to trick game servers into allowing access to the game. the
patch notes for crash 4 suggest that blizzard removed the drm, as well as the check-in

system. the battle.net change notes suggest the developer also took the liberty of
updating the game’s client software to the windows 10 october 2018 patch. that is a bit
unfortunate, as it means warcraft iii: reforged's client is not compatible with windows 7

or older. the gamespot guide also explains why the battle.net check-in process is a pain.
it notes that the system is intended to prevent piracy, but to do so, it requires that you
register your copy of the game on the battle.net servers. that means blizzard is relying
on people who want to crack the game to check it in, rather than relying on people who

just want to play the game. it's important to note that your copy of crash 4 will still
require a battle.net account to play. blizzard is planning to launch warcraft iii:

reforged with a beta client that lets you connect to the servers without an account, but
for now, you'll have to register your copy to play. 5ec8ef588b
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